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By Dr. David A. Cumming, Sub-Librarian, Napier University Library, 10 Colinton Road, Edinburgh EH10 5AG.

Aims: The paper reviews experimental library initiatives in support of the first multi-disciplinary research pillar created in Napier University. Liaison, service planning input, and user consultation are shown to have been valuable in creating appropriate services and facilities. Added value activities provided for TRI are considered in the context of changing user needs, changing electronic data provision, rising costs and falling staff levels. In particular, the development, growth, and natural end of an in-house bibliographical current awareness service are discussed. Conclusions comprise suggestions concerning modified development patterns for future information services in support of new research pillars.

Historical Development: Napier University was raised from polytechnic status in July 1992. A new principal, with an international reputation in electrical engineering research, took office in 1994 and immediately introduced policies to promote research activity in the university following disappointing results in the 1993 RAE.

In the spring of 1996 a management committee was created to organise a novel research pillar which was to be a multidisciplinary, national and international, centre of excellence, in the field of transport. A nucleus already existed in the Transportation Engineering Research Unit (TERU) of the Department of Civil Engineering, but the aim was to build on this research core by encouraging academic staff in Building, Computing, Design, Economics, Electronics, Environmental Science, Law, Management, Mechanical Engineering, Psychology, Sociology and Tourism to join the transportation engineers in conducting joint research projects and using the larger pool of expertise to make more, successful, bids for research funds attached to complex UK or EC research calls.

The university librarian and a sub-librarian, who had earlier experience as a subject specialist in civil engineering, attended the internal launch of the Transport Research Institute (TRI) at Craiglockhart Campus in April 1996, in order to express interest in the project and willingness to assist by developing added value library services appropriate to the needs of TRI. The librarian was then beginning a staff restructuring process designed to utilise information technology more effectively in the growing multi-campus library system, but he also took a political step by creation of a library post dedicated to providing initial support for research pillars, groups, or for individual researchers pursuing cross-disciplinary topics. Consequently, the sub-librarian who had attended the internal launch of TRI joined its interim management group in May 1996 and university research priming funds were used to supply a multimedia PC for him to use in creating services for the research pillar. Moreover , the library created an office through which requests for information relating to cross-disciplinary research projects could flow.

TRI and the Library: The sub-librarian began work by establishing a group profile of research interests, which was accomplished partly by development and distribution of a questionnaire to all participants in the internal launch of TRI. Predictably, response was low, so further investigations in TERU Annual Reports, in Napier News, Compendex, and Current Research in Britain, provided further data to flesh out the pattern of research interests.

In June 1996 online bibliographical searches for transport researchers were commenced and two new library services were launched: first, an electronic internal cc-mail based conference alert  was distributed; and second, a bibliographical current awareness service was sent out in hard copy. The conference alert was designed to ensure that research workers in all relevant departments knew about transport related conferences and had opportunity to respond to calls for papers, whereas the current awareness service was designed to demonstrate the range of research support literature already held in the library system. The TRI Current Awareness Bulletin (TRICAB), gathered in one physical document all the references from journals across the varied disciplines involved in transport research and was prepared both as a data retrieval tool and as a visible, unifying instrument, to draw together disparate, geographically scattered, research groups making them aware that they were part of TRI and showing them the broad sweep of interests within transportation research.

Various research reports, pamphlets and conference data-sheets were collected by members of the TRI management group during the autumn of 1996 and these were either stored for use in a proposed resource centre, or were advertised through conference alerts and copies or originals were distributed by the sub-librarian on request by TRI researchers. TRICAB was issued monthly and expanded to contain complete indexing of thirty active journals held by the library and selective indexing of fifty more. Roughly one hundred copies of each issue were distributed and a document delivery service based on request sheets attached at the end of each issue began to be used regularly, even although copying costs were charged by the library to the departments in which researchers worked.

Late in 1996 the TRI interim management group decided to apply for a SHEFC research infrastructure development grant. It was agreed that a wider range of transport related journals should be purchased, that a resource centre dedicated to governmental and grey literature on transport should be created although library policy discourages creation of de-centralised resources, and that an information officer should be appointed to run the centre. The sub-librarian prepared a set of  proposals for implementation of developments over a three year period, costed them in consultation with the university librarian, and in January 1997 the sum of £110,000 was included in a £950,000 TRI development funding bid to SHEFC. 

The director of TRI took office in February 1997 then dissolved the interim management group and created a new academic research group and separate board of management. Thereafter, library liaison and responsibility was focused on the director, which meant that negotiation became simpler, but direct contact with senior researchers at meetings was lost until a series of open research seminars was initiated later in the year. A service-level agreement was prepared by the sub-librarian and was submitted to the director of TRI who wished to discuss it with the board of management, and it was explained that the library was undertaking extra work on behalf of TRI, but expected that it would receive some recompense from the SHEFC grant until an information officer was appointed. 

The TRI bid for infrastructure development funds was partly successful, since £850,000 was awarded by SHEFC to be spent in a three year period beginning in April 1997.  All segments of activity were effected by the reduction in grant, so the sub-librarian modified existing proposals and it was agreed by the director of TRI that around £65,000 should be spent on increasing library stock, building a resource centre, and paying for services of an information officer. The main cuts in library proposals involved removal of sums for provision of any additional ILL demand, and radical reduction in research monograph/conference proceedings  and journal back-run provision.

A room was designated for a resource centre in the early summer of 1997, so after measurement, c£5,500 of shelving and furniture was ordered, together with a £1,000 PC suitable for use by an information officer. Extensive renovation and rewiring preceded the installation of shelving so the resource centre was not usable until October 1997.

A review questionnaire, concerning TRICAB and document supply service usage, was sent out in hardcopy and in electronic format by cc-mail in the summer of 1997. Most of the TRI researchers who replied seemed enthusiastic about both the services produced by the library, but it was suggested that electronic rather than physical distribution was preferable. TRICAB was sent to the TRI electronic Bulletin Board on the cc-mail system thereafter, and brief cc-mail TRICAB publication alerts were sent to all TRI researchers.

The sub-librarian also produced and circulated, in electronic and hard copy format, lists of transport research journals from which the several research groups in TRI could choose additional titles for the library and TRI resource centre which is half a mile from the nearest campus library. Book suggestions were also sought. As usual response was patchy, but with the advice of the director of TRI a final list of 45 titles was chosen and ordered, together with back-runs, from Swets and Silverplatter in the autumn of 1997. In all, some £1,500 was spent on books, and £13,500 was to be spent by TRI in each of the three years on extending transport journal provision in the university library, but it was agreed that the new journals were to be displayed first in the TRI resource centre.

As new journals arrived early in 1998 they began to be indexed in TRICAB, which meant that time devoted to its production increased steadily. The university librarian then suggested that the revised draft service-level agreement between TRI and the library should be submitted again to the director of TRI, since no payment seemed to be forthcoming for work done in preparation of TRICAB, and for maintenance of the resource centre. A meeting was held in April 1998, when it was decided that the service-level agreement was acceptable with minor modification, and it was stated that the library should submit formal invoices to TRI for work done. Invoices were duly sent and payment was made, but the university librarian unexpectedly took early retirement in July 1998 and the service-level agreement was quietly dropped unsigned, because TRI was expanding fast and needed a full-time publications officer/research project database management officer, rather than a part-time librarian/bibliographical information officer.

A research project manager for TRI was appointed in 1997 and took over the duty of distributing very carefully selected conference data by electronic cc-mail. The restriction in conference data distribution reflected the policy that research publications  in refereed journals were to be encouraged ,since they were of more value than conference papers for the RAE, however, the director felt that a wide variety of conference data should still be collected and placed in the resource centre and that is still done by the sub-librarian.

In February 1998 a project proposal for the conversion of TRICAB Word 6 files to a Microsoft Access database was submitted to the Library Management Group by the sub-librarian at the request of the university librarian. Costs were based on figures provided by the Information Systems Team in the library and the conversion had been suggested by the director of TRI. The proposal ran counter to the agreed library policy that as many library resources as possible should be accessible through the library electronic catalogue, nevertheless, the project proposal was approved because TRI wished to preserve a recognisable individual data set for use by transport researchers, but technology then available in the library’s Dynix system was either not acceptable to TRI or still in preparation. The proposal was submitted to TRI, but unfortunately while the Community Resource Module database route was acceptable, the cost of retrospective data conversion was not, therefore no database was created.

Another service review questionnaire was issued in early summer 1998 and by late-summer 1998 more than 150 journals were being scanned regularly for TRICAB in response to suggestions received, but inevitably the rate of production of the current awareness service was slowing because its size had more than doubled since inception. Creation of database had again been requested by TRI researchers, but numbers of respondents and presumably levels of interest in TRI had dropped, therefore the sub-librarian proposed that the current awareness service be abandoned, however, it still had a high profile in managerial circles in the university so opposition was expressed when cancellation of TRICAB was announced. The original format and production method of TRICAB were then discussed with the acting university librarian and both were much modified late in 1998 to reduce secretarial input, but more, active editing by data entry was required from the sub-librarian increasing his work and time spent on services to TRI.

The new format service, together with revised subject categories agreed by the director of TRI, was launched in January 1999 as TRI Bibliographical Updating Alert (TRIBUNAL), consequently journal scanning, typing and editing continued to occupy much library staff time in 1999 and sheer volume of references forced reduction in frequency to one issue every two months because the production team had not increased in step with numbers of journals scanned. Although slower in rate of production, TRIBUNAL is now accessible from outside Napier because the journal has now been mounted on the Napier University Library WEBPAC, which became functional in 1998,  thus the library objective of making all products accessible through a library website has been partially fulfilled and TRIBUNAL is now searchable using the Word 6 find key. 

Neither TRICAB nor TRIBUNAL was ever viewed as more than an interim, politically driven, short-term solution to data provision for transport researchers, so throughout production, other steps were being taken to provide electronic data retrieval services for TRI. Mediated online searches of transport databases via Dialog and EINS had been available to staff and research students since the mid 1970’s, but were too expensive to provide for all students. In 1996, the sub-librarian designated to research support activities, subscribed to  the Silverplatter TRANSPORT cd with back-file for use as a stand-alone search facility for TRI and the wider student body. The library’s juke box driven internal network for cd access could not then support the cd. Mediated searches using the new cd began in August 1996, and end-user searching at a publicly accessible library PC became popular in 1997.  Using SHEFC grant money, TRI purchased a multiple-user site-license for the TRANSPORT cd in 1997-1998 and in 1998 the cd was cached on the upgraded PC driven Napier University Learning Resource Network (NULERN), so that users across the university could access that data, together with relevant data in URBADISC another library cd purchase concerning urban planning. Finally, in the spring of 1999 subscriptions to both COMPENDEX and INSPEC were begun with EDINA thus providing internet access to more transportation data to all staff and students with Napier passwords. A wide ranging, interdisciplinary mix of bibliographical sources for transport information were thus available electronically by early this year, therefore there was no longer any practical need to provide a separate bibliographical updating service for TRI.

Staffing levels within Napier  University Library have fallen in the last two years because the library is now managed as part of a group of university support services which possess a collective staff allocation. Vacated library posts have recently been shifted to computer services where pressure to maintain and improve services is greatest. Moreover, following amalgamation with local Nursing Colleges there are eight campus libraries to staff, so another restructuring of staff duties is pending. Finally, in the prevailing business-like ethos in Napier the rising cost in library staff time taken to produce TRIBUNAL must be set against cheaper means of data provision and against the need to devote more time to other growing areas of research.

In view of the revised circumstances existing in summer 1999 the new Director of Learning Information Services and the sub-librarian editing TRIBUNAL agreed that the publication should cease. The director of TRI was informed and he expressed some regret, because he believed that TRIBUNAL provided a means of scanning the interests of all relevant disciplines in the transport sector, the service was based on accessible stock, and he stated that the service would have been used as part of a package to persuade external bodies, firms and individuals to subscribe to a membership scheme for TRI.

Added Value Services: In Napier, the concept of added value service has evolved to mean both requested services which the university library would not otherwise provide, services which provided greater access to existing stock but which could not normally be undertaken, and exceptional stock development beyond the scope of the library budget.  There follows a brief review of services provided for TRI.

1. 	Conference Alerts - From 1996 until summer 1997 conference alerts were produced as lists alphabetically arranged by organising bodies, and including titles, dates, venues, notes on specific themes, costs, and records of calls for papers. That format involved some precis of data in leaflets and was slow to produce.  A shorter format was introduced in autumn 1997 when the director of TRI indicated that date, title, and a contact for further information would do, but the TRI research project manager subsequently decided to disseminate selected, limited, conference data herself and indicated disinterest in the distribution of comprehensive lists of transport conferences, so conference alerts were abandoned unless a formal request was received for data transmission. 

2. 	Bibliographical Awareness Services - TRICAB was published from June 1996 until October 1998 and comprised 23 issues in 3 volumes. Publication involved gathering references from journals in the Napier libraries, adding subject codes, typing, editing, photocopying, and physical distribution although that later became electronic. Subject access to references was provided by using alphanumeric codes to represent the interests of TRI research expertise groups and further subdividing groups of references under alphabetically arranged key-term, sub-headings, which were initially chosen from the indexes of several transport related journals and then were supplemented as necessary.  Articles were usually of interest to more than one TRI group, therefore duplicate entries were generated and filed under additional relevant groups and key-terms in a Word 6 template. There were roughly 400 reference points in the first issue of TRICAB, but more than 1,400 in the last. This method of production became very slow as throughput increased. Even introduction of electronic distribution did not reduce production time for long.

To speed the typing of TRIBUNAL, articles were merely highlighted or ticked on contents pages      and passed on for copy-typing, then the editor added headings, created duplicates and used the       sort mechanism on Word 6 to arrange them in appropriate order. Secretarial typing time was       somewhat reduced, but editorial time doubled, the volume of data continued to increase to c2,800      reference points in issue three, and the number of TRI expertise groups and necessary key-words      increased, all of which offset time gained. Only three issues of the first volume of TRIBUNAL were      published, but the Napier Library information systems team took all the issues and split them into       a series of separate web  pages which match TRI research expertise groups, thus in its final form       TRIBUNAL is accessible to the world via Napier University Library WebPAC at the following address  http://www.napier.ac.uk/depts/library/services/tribunal/issulist.htm . In html format on the WebPAC, TRIBUNAL can be searched using a highlighted find button which enables simple key-word searches to be made, thus meeting in part the earlier TRI interest in a database. No additional editing was done by the systems team after the journal was converted to html or to adobe acrobat, therefore spacing of text in the Web version is sometimes awkward.

3. 	Document Supply Services - During the three years when TRICAB and TRIBUNAL were produced there were 26 opportunities for academic staff and research students to order photocopies of documents listed in those publications. Thirty individuals from any of  four campuses have used the document supply service, many on a regular basis, and around 800 separate articles were distributed. The document supply service was deemed very useful by people responding to the annual usage questionnaires, but after the retirement of a secretary who undertook copying duties, that task fell to the sub-librarian and rendered the real cost of the operation uneconomic, even although the basic photocopying cost was recovered from academic departments through a charge-card system.

4. 	Mediated Searching - External online, internally networked CD, and internet, databases have continued to be searched by library staff for researchers as an infrequent but vital part of research-initiation support service. Mediated search requests directed through the sub-librarian for research support probably number no more than thirty per year, but they are usually on topics involving several disparate disciplines and the use of more than one search tool/engine. Moreover, such searches are often required immediately in order to meet the requirements of a call for research proposals which has a fixed short-term closing date. The ability to meet such demands expeditiously was one reason for creation of the research support post in the library and has been amply vindicated by experience. In such circumstances, academic staff wish to write proposals rather than spend much time in searching multiple sources using different software and different PCs, all subject to electronic traffic delays. Delivery of appropriate data in a requested format is much appreciated when time is short.

5. 	Collection Development - Data supplied at professorial level was used to undertake stock development for TRI and in consequence stock acquired reflected the research direction to be taken by responding research groups. Journal requests were graded by desirability, which enabled all research groups to acquire some of the most relevant additional journals. Fewer requests were received for monographs, but many sets of conference proceedings are being acquired for the TRI Resource Centre, from TRI attendees whose fees were paid by TRI. The principle followed in collection development has been to use the SHEFC grant to buy items which the library could not afford at current budget levels, so research stock is supplemented without eating into under-graduate provision. The £40K spent on journals by TRI will have expanded the Napier transport research support base by roughly 50% throughout a 3-4 year period, and includes purchase of 45 new journal titles together with the Transport cd from Silverplatter. Library policy is to buy electronic sources whenever possible, but physical journals were purchased, since the director of TRI wished to create a resource centre as one focus for research activity at the Redwood campus.

6. 	TRI Resource Centre - The sub-librarian spends a fixed afternoon each week at the TRI Resource Centre in order to update the journals being displayed and to file newly acquired documents from governmental or research bodies. This service is also a useful point of contact for research staff permanently based, or seconded, to the TRI offices at Redwood House, which is half a mile from the nearest major campus library. Online, or mediated search requests are often initiated during the visit, and liaison with the director of TRI can also be achieved. Nevertheless, there are only about 20 transport researchers at the TRI hub, so they do not generate high usage of materials in the resource centre although some are borrowed and consulted in neighbouring offices. The half mile between the Merchiston Campus where Transportation Engineering is taught and Redwood House is enough to discourage much student use of materials in the resource centre although it is open to all in the university.

Research Support Service Costs: In 1996 it was decided by the university librarian that any time given by library secretaries in support of the sub-librarian concerned with research support should be provided free of charge as a token of library willingness to support university research, but cost of time devoted to TRI by the sub-librarian would be claimed from that segment of the SHEFC development grant allocated to salary of an information officer. The director of TRI agreed in principle, but stipulated that the period of payment might be shortened, since he envisaged the appointment of a more administrative officer to deal with control of TRI research project and personnel data, together with newsletter production.

Initially, TRICAB involved perhaps 35 hours data collection, coding and editing per month, whereas TRIBUNAL required about 158 hours every 2 months, or 79 hours per month. Costs were based on c£145.00 per day or c£21 per hour, therefore the reclaimable cost per issue of TRICAB was c£735 and that per bi-monthly issue of TRIBUNAL was latterly £3,318, or £1,659 per month, but access points per issue had risen more than 5 fold. Moreover, secretarial typing time had risen from c15 hours per month to c30 hours per month at the end of TRICAB in Autumn 1998 and fallen back to c20 hours per month with the introduction of the simpler uncoded reference typing system for TRIBUNAL in 1999, so one hidden cost had run at between c£75 and c£150 per month throughout. Printing costs were also borne by the library throughout and peaked at about  £60.00 per issue in 1998, then reduced to about £30 for the remaining period since reduction and double sided printing were used to generate a smaller print-run as electronic distribution took over.

The main research active audience for TRICAB in 1997 comprised about 70 people based on four campuses, but rose to about 120 academics, research and post-graduate students by 1999. True cost per issue per person thus rose from around £12 in 1996 to £29 in 1999, which is still less than that for an online search retrieving 25 references. Nevertheless, it seemed likely that the new production method would double the cost of the operation by consuming much more professional time than the old system which was heavy on the ever decreasing secretarial time available to library staff. 

All other added value services together occupied perhaps 2 days per month in total, therefore constituted a small portion of the £11,800 recovered from TRI for professional library services
in 1998-1999.

If online searching of remote databases was the only alternative to TRIBUNAL then the in-house bibliographical data retrieval tool might be a cost competitive tool, but a 2-4 user network site license for the TRANSPORT cd costs c £3,500 per year or £30 per head of TRI and provides unlimited searching of a larger database, therefore document supply services together with bibliographical indexing tailored to local needs and tied to local stock is an expensive luxury which must be stopped, although other added value services will be maintained by the library as required.

Observations on Research Support Activities: Analysis of progress to date has led to the formation of several general principles which are grouped thematically below.

A) 	Management Issues - Meeting urgent political objectives may necessitate the creation of temporary added value services by the library, but can lead to high-level liaison with university managers which may ensure swift action or reaction to library proposals. A flexible approach is needed to the creation and maintenance of services for research groups, but the essential framework of service should be defined by a Service Level Agreement at the beginning of any arrangement to ensure that both parties benefit. Research profiling is best done by electronic data retrieval and can be supplemented by informal personal contact, academics rarely respond to questionnaires. The acceptable boundaries of knowledge management services need early definition so that the library does not assume secretarial functions for any research group.

B) 	Current Awareness Services - It can be useful to create an in-house current awareness service to meet a political and practical objective, but the service costs should be calculated at the start and must be agreed by the participants. Introduction of new commercial electronic data retrieval services should be the preferred route to research support. Nevertheless, service cost reduction is attainable in current awareness by using para-professional staff to undertake routine components of the work and professional staff only for editing if possible. Library staff costs for added value services dedicated to the needs of a research group should be recovered, in whole or in part, from research funds whenever possible.

C) 	Document Supply Services - Document supply based on current awareness services creates much goodwill but is not financially viable unless library auxiliaries or paraprofessional staff are used to maintain copyright records, find, copy and distribute data at a realistic cost. There may be an internal market for document supply from the library to academic research staff, but full cost recovery from research or departmental funds may need to be the pattern in future for such added value services.

D) 	Collection Development - Systematic widespread research stock and academic journal enhance-ment, to support research areas expanding under university instruction and with external funding, must be undertaken using a small portion of the external grant or using extra cash allocations from the university to supplement annual revenue. It is sometimes possible for research groups to include sums for infrastructure development in research bids, therefore libraries should explain the implications of rapid expansion to research groups and university managers so that appropriate action can be taken early in any project. In particular, the costs of additional research journal provision, either electronic or physical, should be met for a period either from external funding or by expansion of the university library budget by the university. Relevant subject librarians should be involved in the book and journal selection processes, and buying should follow library policy guidelines unless those clash with stated research client/funder aims and expressed needs.

E) 	Resource Centres - Political expedience may dictate the creation of resource centres, but library policy on centralisation of physical information sources should be used to limit the role of any local resource centre to that of a temporary display point for library journals and a permanent storage point for working tools such as governmental papers and grey literature purchased or obtained by the research group using its own funds. Resource centres need initial professional planning and costing, but should be maintained using paraprofessional support with occasional professional backup. A large local research population with no other easily accessible source of information is required to make a resource centre viable and to justify more than fleeting weekly library support.

F) 	Mediated Services - A role for online searching or for mediated searching via networked databases persists, because academics may be faced with short deadlines for research submissions and because at other times they are too busy to be able to spend time searching for data themselves. Distribution of data in electronic format by email is now common, but printed lists are still a useful medium of transmission much appreciated by students, by older academic staff. Print is also useful when large files such as complete current awareness bulletins are involved since some staff and student PCs read such files slowly.

Future research pillar support activities: Liaison with TRI will be maintained by the learning information support service at Napier, however, there must be an extension of active, visible, research support to other academic groups in the university and that can only be achieved by involving subject librarians more closely in stock and service development for multi-disciplinary, cross-departmental, research groups, in addition to normal undergraduate, department based, work. Co-ordinated buying policies will be developed to ensure that the needs of multi-disciplinary research groups are not ignored, and academics will be encouraged to incorporate information support costs in the estimated budgets of research proposals.

Mediated electronic data retrieval will continue to be offered as needed, but seminars will be held to familiarise academic staff with new electronic web-based search tools to create more end user searching as an alternative to in-house current awareness services from the ‘library’. In addition, sub-librarian for research support will identify key websites for transport data and they will be entered into the ‘library’ WebPAC to create a gateway for the convenience of TRI staff and Napier students.

The TRI Resource Centre will in future be maintained by para-professional ‘library’ staff and more user guides to transport resources in Napier ‘library’ will be prepared and delivered in both electronic and paper formats.

Finally, the director of learning information support services, (the library), will present a case to the university managers for increased revenue to continue the new TRI journal subscriptions when the SHEFC grant ends in 2000.

Summary: The establishment and growth of the TRI research pillar provided Napier University Library with a development opportunity and a learning experience, in consequence of which a research support model emphasising electronic data provision, electronic guidance tools, co-ordinated liaison and buying, is developing. In the process the ‘library’ showed itself to be pro-active in service provision and responsive to changing user needs, both vital to maintain or expand budget levels in the business-like ethos of current university life.

